When is Systemic Design (SD) regenerative?

SD is challenged to evolve with the ever-growing complexity and speed of wicked problems caused by accelerating climate change, globalization and political conflict. The joint effort needs to center around values and direction SD is taking, and how we move from system visuals and descriptions that are most valuable for the inner design community, to (part) quantified and structurally prioritizable decision pathways.

During lunch break on Saturday, colleagues of ETH Zurich, AHO Oslo, ENSCI Paris, and Politecnico Torino organize a fishbowl “open think tank” session as a major “thought-incubator” and “wrap-up stimulator” for RSD8 on when SD is regenerative.

Everyone is invited: bring your lunch, listen, move into the Fishbowl center and contribute to the discussion.

Session starts at 1pm on Saturday in the Cherry Lounge/Student Lounge.